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International Human Rights Obligations
Reconceiving Resettlement Servi s as
Tom Clark
Abstract
Theauthordraws on international treaties to argue that the provision of immigrant and refugee settlement semices
are human rights obligations. Therefore, services such as primary health
care, food, education and housing are
minimum core obligations that should
be available to newcomers without discrimination. The implications of this
position for advocacy initiatives are
substantial.Instead of pleading for seruices from governments, activists, supported by international committees,
would hold governments accountable
for implementing international human
rights treaties.
L'auteur s'appuie sur les traitts internationaux pour ttayer l'argumentation
selon laquelle la mise en place de services favorisant l'inttgration des immigrant et des rtifugites sur un territoire
est une obligationrelevant des Droits de
1'Homme. Constqmment des services
comme les soins tltmentaires de santk,
la distributionde noum'ture,l'instruction et le logement sont des obligations
minimales fondamentales dues h tout
nouvel arrivant sans discrimination.
Plutdt que de q u h n d e r des services
aux gouvemements, les activistes, appuyis par les comitt intemationaux,se
doivent de tenir les gouvernements ltgalernent responsables de l'application
concri?tedes traitks intemationaux sur
les Droits de I'Homme.

Obligations-Significance of Rights
This section examines the extent to
which rights relating to social services
are established in international jurisTom Clark, PhD, is a Research Fellow, Centrefor
Refugee Studies, York University, and
Executim Director, Inter-Church Committee
fir Rejiqees, Toronto.
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prudence as applicable to all citizens
and non-citizens under thejurisdiction
of a State. It also notes the sigruficance
of the State obligation to "ensure"
treaty rights "without discrimination." This paper draws on three
generally established principles to interpret human rights treaties. The 1969
Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties article 31 placed primary emphasis on the ordinary meaning of the
text in context of the entire treaty,
preamble, all other articles and any
subsequent agreement. From this, international courts have established a
practice of interpretationin the current
juridical context. Texts of explicitly related subsequent agreements have interpretivepower. They include human
rights case law and jurisprudence as
well as UN declarationsand UN treaty
texts not yet in force.

1. Settlement Services and
Ensuring Rights
1.I Obligation to ensure rights
without discrimination
The author has shown elsewhere that
CCPR article 2 requires a State Party to
take the necessarymeasures, including
legislation, to ensure the rights in the
CCPR without discrimination on any
ground. The si@cance of the word
ensure has been largely overlooked in
international jurisprudence. It imposes a strong obligation. The CESCR
contains a substantially similar obligation but allows discrimination by a
"developing country" with respect to
economic rights of non-citizens. However, for signatories of the CCPR, even
this possibility falls under the freestanding right to non-discrimination
in any right or benefit. And there is a
legislative obligation from CCPR article 26 which requires that such nondiscrimination be in law.' In the
human rights case law of European

and Inter-American Courts of Human
Rights, "in law" and "laws" respectively means legislated.

1.2 Newcomer services as measures
to remove discrimination
Non-discrimination is itself a right,
CCPR article 26, and consequently requires the measures necessary to ensure it. This paper argues that
settlement services are best viewed as
measures required of a State to ensure
nm-discrimination.That is, settlement
services are measures which offset the
existing discrimination from disadvantage of the newcomer and allow the
newcomer to enjoy rights and benefits
on an equal footing with others. However, settlement services can also be
viewed as a "benefit." This benefit
must be provided without discrimination. That is, settlement services are
themselves subject to the intemational
doctrine of non-discrimination.

2. Enjoyment of Civil and Political
Rights
The jurisprudence of the UN and other
human rights treaty systems has
evolved considerably since 1980. In
1986, the UN Human Rights Committee, acting under CCPR article 40, issued General Comment 15[27] which
clarified that in general non-citizens
were to receive CCPR right^.^ The earlier Clark with Niessen paper shows
that there has been much progress, but
that even permanent resident non-citizeins risk continuing problems in enjoying civil rights in several areas.3
Serious distinctions persist between
permanent resident non-citizens and
categoriessuch as migrant worker and
asylum seeker. Within its admissibility decision on Joseph v. Canada in the
1993 Annual Report, the Inter-Americam Commission notes that the Canadian Constitutionapplies to more than
permanent resident non-citizens.
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CCPR rights set out in General Camment 15, apply to all newcomers.

3. Eqjoyment of Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights
The earlier Clark with Niessen paper
shows that the implementation of the
CESCR and regional human rights
treaties for economic, social and eulturd rights is less developed than that
of the civil rights treaties. They are less
widely ratified; the rights are not as
precisely defined; there are weaker
complaints mechanisms; there is less
international case law; and the relevant committees have not focused
much attention on non-citizens. For
example, there is no counterpart to the
HRC General Comment 15. Social and
economic rights, like civil and political
rights, are to be granted without discrimination. The main international
text is the CESCR. Some of the obstacles to enjoying social rights in full
equality are the same for civil and political rights. For example, there is
ambiguity in the words "legally on the
territory" which limits access to some
rights for non-citizens who are
deemed not to be legally on the territory. A second problem is that the imprecision in some of the social qnd
economic rights makes them difficult
to e n f ~ r c e . ~
On the positive side, the UN CESCR
Committee has developed a "minimum core obligation" of a State Party
to "ensure minimum essential level$of
each of the rights." A State Party in
which any signhcant number of Mividuals is deprived of essential foodstuffs, or essentialprimary health care,
of basic shelter or housing, or of the
most basic forms of education is, prima
facie, failingto discharge its obligations
under the C~venant.~
One concludes
that these economic and social rights,
above others, must be accessible to
everyone, including all categories of
non-citizens. In CESCR General Camment 3, the Committeealso established
a focus on certain rights which lend
themselves to legal enforcement. Such
rights arebest enforced in combination
with other rights such as CCPR article
26.6From the perspective of settlement
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services, the selected important rights
from the CESCRbecome specialpointers to rights where it is particularly
important to ensure newcomers can
benefit on an equal footing. And there
are similar signals from other human
rights sources.
The OAS Charter, drawing from the
American Declaration of 1948, promises five social and economic rights
without discrimination: leisure, social
security, work under proper conditions with fair remuneration, education including equality of opportunity
and free primary education, and the
preservation of health. Health encompasses "sanitary and social measures
relating to food, clothing, housing and
medical care tot he extentpermitted by
public and community expenses." The
more recent Pact of San Salvador, Additional Protocol to the American Convention in the area of economic, social
and cultural rights incorporates an
obligation for legislative measures and
corresponding minimum thresholds
for social security, education and
health. For persons employed, social
security must cover at least medical
care and some form of benefit for accident or occupational disease (article
9.2), and essential health care must be
made available to all individuals and
families in the community (article
10.2.a). The Pact is not yet in force.
However, for settlement service purposes, the Pact gives some indications
as to sigruficant social and economic
rights which newcomers should be assisted to enjoy on an equal footingwith
others.

4. The Promise of NonDiscrimination and Economic
and Social Rights
Jurispmdence on the general issue of
non-discrimination under a human
rights treaty has undergone major evolution during the 1980s.A doctrine and
tests for non-discrimination emerged,
especially in the European human
rights system,but alsounderthe CCPR
and, tp a lesser extent, the OAS system.
In 1989, the UN Human Rights Committee issued General Comment 18on
the matter.' In 1990 Bayefsky com-

pleted a thorough examination of the
state of equalityhon-discrimination
in comparative international human
rights law.8Her study provides a useful framework for examining the extent to which international human
rights treaty bodies have considered
social, cultural and economic rights
beyond CCPR rights and how they
have permitted distinctions.CCPR article 26 is a free-standing right and
General Comment 18 represents a
highly significant clarification.Article
26 prohibits discrimination on any
ground in the determination of any
right in law-including social and economic rights. Indeed, pension rights
have been litigated on equality
grounds under the CCPR and the European Convention. It prohibits discriminatory effects of laws whatever
their intent. It insists that similarly
situated persons be treated equally.
Under CCPR article 26 and under the
somewhat similar European Convention on Human Rights article 14, issues
of social rights such as pension entitlement? social security,1° and welfare"
can be litigated if they are provided in
law. In Moustaquirn v. Belgium the European Court of Human Rights applied the legal test to compare a
non-citizen with citizens and to compare a non-citizen with another category of non-citizens.12(However,this
author believes the test was not applied correctly.) Thus Bayefsky's
analysis reveals general criteria which
test differences and these criteria extend to social rights and to comparisons among categories of non-citizens.
Combined with the two primary
State obligatidns-measures to ensure
rights and an effective remedy for a
violation-these findings on non-discrimination may be summarized as
follows:
States are to adjust laws and practices to ensurecitizens and non-citizens enjoy rights or benefits
without discrimination between
citizen and non-citizen and among
status or non-citizen
Legitimate differentiationbetween
citizens and non-citizens and
among categories of non-citizens
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must be: in law; objective; for a legitimate purpose under the CCPR;
reasonable with respect of rights
and other relevant aspects of the
situations being compared, given
the overall treaty aim of equality,
and proportionate, at least in that
there is no alternative which permits greater equality.
3. There must be a simple effective
court remedy against discrimination per se in the awarding of any
right or benefit.
In terms of the general theory of
non-discrimination described by
Clark with Niessen, a settlement service is a required measure to allow persons at a disadvantage, that is, persons
who are in fact discriminated against,
to enjoy especially those social and
economic rights identified as particularly important on an equal footing
with others.Evidently,orientation and
referral are key measures if persons are
to enjoy rights such as health care, shelter and to work related rights referred
to above. For refugees, the paper argues below that family rights are a
matter for affirmativenon-discrimination.
The discrimination test regulates
permitted differences among categories of newcomers with respect to access to this or that settlement service
because a settlement service relates to
one or more social or economic rights
or benefits.

5. Rights for Persons of
Undetermined Status to the
Extent Possible
Generally, enumerated rights are accessible for persons allowed to enter a
State party with a formal status: permanent resident; student; migrant
worker; Convention refugee; Convention stateless person. While a State is
exercising its jurisdiction over a person with respect to the determination
of any one right such as liberty, the
obligation remains to grant other
rights to the extent possible. The concept of rights to the extent possible is
inherent in the text of the CCPR, it is
implicit in General Comment 15and it
is specifically stated with respect to the
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right to liberty in General Comment
21.13 This paper argues that in protracted proceedings to determine any
one right, a non-citizen must be allowed to enjoy other rights such as liberty and the right to work, limited only
by objective criteria which are generally applicablein that society. Persons
who remainbeyond six months should
be allowed to have at least immediate
family members, spouses and children, join them, as is indicated by the
text adopted for the Convention on the
Protection of all Migrant Workers and
Members of their Families (Migrant
Worker Convention). The Convention
is not yet in force.
This analysis gives insights into the
categories of newcomers who must be
given settlement services if these services are to be given without discrimination. It also suggests a basis for
arguing for legal recourse.
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